In 2005, the regional landscape park – Landschaftspark Region Stuttgart – was established as a tool to improve and develop nature and landscape in Stuttgart region. Since then, Verband Region Stuttgart and its municipalities have teamed up to develop clearly defined measures to reach this goal.

**LANDSCHAFTSPARK REGION STUTTGART**

Legal body with large impact

The regional landscape park - Landschaftspark Region Stuttgart – was established as a tool to improve and develop nature and landscape in Stuttgart region. Very attractive as a place of residence and business – and its wide variety of different landscapes certainly contributes to this.

**CO-FINANCING**

Highly developed in public infrastructure

Co-financing is the driving force for the implementation of projects. This refers to subsidies of up to 50% of the eligible costs but have to carry the rest of the project costs. Co-financing offers a wide variety of measures – from creating the minimum of legal basis to taking track and establishing off-service points or eco-zones areas at the waterbody to environmental improvement. The goal is to foster an integrated network of nature offers as well as natural spaces of high environmental value. Up to now, 20 co-financing projects are distributed across the region.

**FACTS AND FIGURES**

Max. 50%

Co-financing of eligible costs

1.5 M.

Euro yearly budget

200+

Data financed projects as of 2019

**MILESTONES**

Rem moulding nature through 36 projects

In 2008, the regional landscape park – Landschaftspark Region Stuttgart – was established as a tool to improve and develop nature and landscape in Stuttgart region. Since then, Verband Region Stuttgart and its municipalities have teamed up to develop clearly defined measures to reach this goal.

**MASTERPLANS**

Identified key areas for landuse in landscape spaces

For characteristics landscape and recreation areas, reader plans are prepared that join future action areas and many defined projects for its development of open space concepts (map, landscape planning, urban development, and recreation open space) to improve the accessibility of existing landscapes and seizing the potential for future.

Plan contents are developed in close cooperation between participating cities and municipalities, relevant stakeholders and Verband Region Stuttgart. These strategic planning and regional levels have their growing popularity.

**SUMMARY**

Stuttgart regional landscape park is a highly effective tool due to the public and private commitment of this many stakeholders and municipalities. The park becomes visible and tangible via a large number of implemented projects that provide added value for humans and nature.
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